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Abstract- Testing is one of the very important component of software development process. Properly generated test sequences may not only locate the defects in software, but also help in reducing the high cost associated with software testing. It is often desired that test sequences should be automatically generated to achieve required test coverage. Automatic test sequence generation is a major problem in software testing. The aim of this study is to generate test sequences for source code using ModelJUnit. ModelJUnit is a extended library of JUnit. We have generate automatic test sequences and some testing criterion coverage such as node coverage, edge coverage and edge pair coverage. This paper describes a systematic test sequence generation technique using the path based approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. Software testing is essentially a combination of software validation and verification. Software’s quality is closely related to our lives. The amount of software in general consumer products, is doubling every two to three years [3]. As complex programs become integrated into all aspects of society, it is important that there exist no errors that could compromise safety, security or even financial investment. Random testing, constraint-based testing and model checking based testing methods are helpful for automatically generating test cases from the software system. Software testing can be classified in two types: functional and structural testing. Functional testing is basically used for testing the functionality of the system using some functional test criteria. Some example of functional testing are Boundary value testing, Decision table based testing, Random testing, Equivalence testing etc. Structural testing is closely related to our lives. The amount of software in general consumer products, is doubling every two to three years [3]. As complex programs become integrated into all aspects of society, it is important that there exist no errors that could compromise safety, security or even financial investment. Random testing, constraint-based testing and model checking based testing methods are helpful for automatically generating test cases from the software system. Software testing can be classified in two types: functional and structural testing. Functional testing is basically used for testing the functionality of the system using some functional test criteria. Some example of functional testing are Boundary value testing, Decision table based testing, Random testing, Equivalence testing etc. Structural testing methods are very amenable to rigorous definitions, mathematical analysis, and precise measurement. Basis path is one of the very powerful structural testing criteria. Basis path testing requires that, the number of test paths (basis set) are data dependency exist in decision node. They combined the baseline method with the dependency relationship to avoid selecting infeasible paths. These methods did’nt handle loops. Bint and Site [10] presented a path generation method based on genetic algorithm. The disadvantage of this method is that the generated set of paths cannot cover all edges of the CFG because the loop operation is removed. This method cannot generate a basis set of test paths. Guangmei et al. [4] discussed an automatic generation method of basis set of paths which is built by searching the CFG by depth-first searching method. In order to avoid that the algorithm will never stop, and for reducing the searching procedure, the sub-path from the multi-indegree nodes to the end node of a program and the sub-path that contains a loop are recorded during the construction of a basis path. This method did not handle infeasible paths. In this paper, we specifically examine path testing and generate test sequences for source code using ModelJUnit. By using source code, we generate test sequences automatically and achieves some test coverages such as node coverage, edges coverage and edges pair coverage. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces MacCabe’s Basis Path with CFG. Section 3 gives Basic definitions. Section 4 presents proposed Algorithm. Section 5 introduces a case study of the proposed method. Section 6 concludes the paper and future work.

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, first we present some definitions and then discuss basic concepts which will be required for understanding our proposed work. Definition 1 Test Case: A test case is the triplet [I, S, O], where I is the initial state of the system at which the test data is input, S is the test data input to the system and O is the expected output of the system [from our paper]. The output produced by the execution of the software with a particular test case provides a specification of the actual software behavior.
II. MCCABE’S BASIS PATH WITH CFG

A. Control Flow Graph:
The control flow graph $G_f = (N,E)$ of a function $f$ has one node $n_a$ for each statement $a$ in $f$ and two additional nodes $n_{in}$ and $n_{out}$. We add an edge $(n_a, n_a)$ if the statement $a$ is executed immediately after the statement $a$. For the first statement $a_1$ in the function, we introduce an edge $(n_{in}, a_1)$. Furthermore, we add edges $(a_i, n_{out})$ for each node $a_i$ that is associated to a statement $a$, after which the control flow leaves the function because of a return-statement or the right brace that terminates the function. The control flow graph of an empty function, i.e., a function without any statements consists of $N = n_{in}$, $n_{out}$ and $E = (n_{in}, n_{out})$. The control flow graph of a program $P$ is a connected oriented graph composed of a set of vertices, a set of edges and two distinguished nodes, $e$ the unique entry node, and $s$ the unique exit node.

Each node represents a basic block and each edge represents a possible branching between two basic blocks. The program graph is a directed graph in which nodes are statement fragments and edges represent flow of control. If $i$ and $j$ are nodes in the program graph, an edge exists from node $i$ to node $j$ if the statement fragments corresponding to node $j$ can be executed immediately after the statement fragment corresponding to node $i$. It is illustrated here with the program of the quadratic equation. The importance of the program graph is that program executions correspond to paths from the source to the sink nodes. Because test cases force the execution of some such program path, we now have a very explicit description of the relationship between a test case and the part of the program it exercises.

B. McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity:

Directed graph that we might take to be the program graph of some program.

Mathematically, it is set of independent paths through the graph diagram. The complexity of the program can be defined as $V(G) = E - N + 2$

Where,
- $E = \text{Number of edges}$
- $N = \text{Number of Nodes}$
- $V(G) = P + 1$

Where $P$ = Number of predicate nodes (node that contains condition)

To illustrate the complexity that arises when branches issue in branch delay slots, consider the following code fragment: A native scheduling of this code for single delay slot architecture produces the following control flow graph:

```
1. int quadratic (int a, int b, int c)
2. {
3.     int qad;
4.     int d;
5.     if (a==0) {
6.         qad = "error not a quadratic";
7.         return qad;
8.     } else {
9.         d = b*b-4*a*c;
10.        if (d<0) {
11.            qad = "roots are real and unequal";
12.            return qad;
13.        } else {
14.            if (d==0) {
15.                qad = "Roots are real and equal";
16.                return qad;
17.            } else {
18.                qad = "Roots are complex";
19.                return qad;
20.            }
21.        }
22.    }
23.}
```
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section we, discuss our proposed approach automatically generating test sequences using path coverage. Our approach for generating test sequences the steps schematically given below:

Step 1: Develop the algorithm or source code of problem.
Step 2: According to DD-paths rules draw a control flow graph.
Step 3: Remove sequences and parallel redundancy from Control flow graph according to DD-paths rules.
Step 4: Construct the mapping table.
Step 5: Again follow the rules of DD-paths according to step 3 for removing the sequences and parallel redundancy.
Step 6: Write Java source code for using the above graph & include ModelJunit.jar library.
Step 7: Generate test sequences of graph.

V. CASE STUDY

Triangle problem is the most widely used example in software testing. The triangle program accepts three integers a, b, and c as input. These are taken to be sides of a triangle. The triangle program which accepts three integers a, b and c as input must satisfy the following conditions:

\[ c_1: 1 \leq a \leq 200 \quad c_2: a < b + c \\
\[ c_2: 1 \leq b \leq 200 \quad c_3: b < a + c \\
\[ c_3: 1 \leq c \leq 200 \quad c_4: c < a + b \\

The output of the program is the type of triangle, determined by the three sides equilateral, Isosceles, scalene, or Not a Triangle.

If an input failed any of the conditions \( c_1, c_2 \) or \( c_3 \), the program notes this with an output message. For example, Values of \( a, b \) and \( c \) which the satisfy conditions \( c_1, c_2 \) and \( c_3 \) are four mutually exclusive output. They are given below:

1. If all three sides are equal, the program output is equilateral.
2. If exactly one pair of side is equal, the program output is Isosceles.
3. If no pair of sides is equal, the program output is Scalene.
4. If any of conditions \( c_4, c_5 \) and \( c_6 \) is not satisfied, the program output is Not a triangle.

VIII. CONTROL FLOW GRAPH

The variable "match" is used to record equality among pairs of the sides. If two sides are equal, say, a and c, it is only necessary to compare \( a + c \) with b. (Because b must be greater than zero, \( a + b \) must be greater than c, because c equals a.) This observation clearly reduces the number of comparisons that must be made.

ModelJUnit is a Java library that extends JUnit to support model based testing. Models are extended finite state machines that are written in a familiar and expressive language: Java. ModelJUnit is an open source tool, released under the GNU GPL license. ModelJUnit allows you to write simple finite state
machine (FSM) models or extended finite state machine (EFSM) models as Java classes, then generate tests from those models and measure various model coverage metrics.

```java
\}Program of Triangle
2  Dim a, b, c
3  Input("Enter 3 integers which are sides of a triangle")
4  Input("Side a, b, c")
5  M = 0
6  if a = b
7    Then M = M + 1
8    Endif
9  if a = c
10     Then M = M + 2
11     Endif
12  if b = c
13    Then M = M + 3
14    Endif
15  if M = 0
16     Then If(a + b)\leq c
17       Then print("Not A Triangle")
18       ElseIf(b + c)\leq a
19         Then print("Not A Triangle")
20         ElseIf(a + c)\leq b
21           Then print("Not A Triangle")
22           Else print("Scalene")
23            Endif
24           Endif
25   End If
26   End If
27  Then If(a + c)\leq b
28     Then print("Not A Triangle")
29     Else print("Isosceles")
30     Endif
31  Else If M = 2
32     Then If(a + c)\leq b
33       Then print("Not A Triangle")
34       Else print("Isosceles")
35       Endif
36   Else If M = 3
37     Then If(b + c)\leq a
38       Then print("Not A Triangle")
39       Else print("Scalene")
40     End If
41   End if
42 End if
43
```

Figure 4. A sample program.

![Program of Triangle](image)

Figure 5. Program control flow graph of sample program Fig 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Graph Nodes</th>
<th>D-D Path name</th>
<th>Case of Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 7, 26</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, 13, 36</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 21</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16, 17</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18, 19</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22, 24, 25</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40, 41, 42, 43</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

Figure 6. Generated non redundant Control Flow Graph of program.

Figure 7. achieved coverage with test sequences.

The final sets of test scenarios are given in Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Test Sequences</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>start-A-B-C-E-F-end</td>
<td>Isosceles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
<td>start-A-B-C-D-F-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (a + c ≤ b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p3</td>
<td>start-A-G-H-I-K-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (a + e ≤ b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p5</td>
<td>start-A-L-M-N-P-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (b + c ≤ a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p6</td>
<td>start-A-L-M-O-P-end</td>
<td>Isosceles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p7</td>
<td>start-A-Q-W-U-end</td>
<td>scalene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p8</td>
<td>start-A-Q-R-U-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (a + e ≤ b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p9</td>
<td>start-A-Q-S-U-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (a + b ≤ c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10</td>
<td>start-A-Q-T-U-end</td>
<td>Not a Triangle (b + c ≤ a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a methodology to generate test Sequences using Path Coverage. Our technique achieves many important coverages like basis path coverage, node coverage and edge coverage. Our future work is to generate test sequences using Tabu Search algorithm and Firefly search algorithm.
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